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Phew! What an amazing two months since
I last spoke to you from these pages!

My trip to Las Vegas was incredible! Besides the
convention I also saw Mac King’s afternoon
show at Harrahs, the Penn and Teller show at
the Rio Hotel and Amazing Jonathan. These
performers delight by being available at the end
of the shows to sign autographs with practically
every member of the audience – and some of
those theatres are huge!

I returned a week or so before J-Day! That was
just as exciting and it was lovely to find that
Derren Brown was also happy to stay on after
his interview and sign autographs for everyone present! With Francis Menotti over
from the US. and a super gala show, as well as high standards in the competitions -
what a J-Day it was! Megan Knowles-Bacon has written a very full report on it and you
can read that in this issue.

November started well with my first ever visit to the Portsmouth Jumbo Day. I met quite
a few YMC members there and some graduate members that I hadn’t caught up with
for some time. I have no photos for you as I didn’t take my camera – well, I
didn’t know that I was going to be there! However John Archer gave a super lecture,
I attended a very useful workshop with Wayne Fox and the gala show was excellent fun.

I am proud to say that this issue celebrates five years of my editorship of Secrets
magazine. I took over the job in a rush as our previous Editor, Peter McCahon, died
suddenly at a very young age. I have brought the magazine from being a black and
white issue with coloured cover into being the full colour one that it is today; and I look
forward to continuing to bring you the best in magic.

As the year draws to a close see if you can each find just one person who is also
interested in magic and who you can persuade to join the Young Magicians Club. Get
them to download the form from our website and become a member too. We are
offering you a deck of Bicycle cards for every new member you find!

All that is left for me now is, on behalf of the full YMC team, to wish you the
best of ‘the season’ and hope that you have a magical time! Look forward to
meeting up with as many of you as possible in 2011!
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SEE YOU IN
BLACKPOOL?
Well it’s not long now! The European FISM
Championships will take place in Blackpool as a
major part of this year’s February convention and
I hope to see lots of you there!

Besides competitions which start from
FRIDAY MORNING there will be
some never-seen-before magic in the
Gala show! Jan Rouven is making his
first UK appearance after having
astounded audiences in Vegas and
across Europe. He is bringing with him the largest
ever Drill of Death, twice the size of any previous
versions, and you will see him perform this
exciting illusion live on stage in the Opera House.

Also appearing this year is one of
your favourite close up workers,
Jay Sankey, as well as the
wonderful Richard Osterlind and
many more great
names!

Tickets are selling very fast so be sure
to go towww.blackpoolmagic.com
and download your registration form
as soon as you can!

See you there!

Jan Rouven

Jay Sankey

Richard Osterlind

WE HAVE TAKE-OFF!

YOUR GIFT FROM US!
We are delighted to announce
that, as our end of year gift to
you, the new YMC web site will
be launched on 1st January 2011
– that’s right 1.1.11!

As well as a super new forum we will have IM facility,
so you can chat to each other in real time, and
updating facilities so that news will be continually
fresh and exciting. Other features will be added in
time and you will also be able to submit articles for
publication. If you are new to YMC you will be able
to access copies of past editions of Secrets too.

You need do nothing now but watch out for your
emails as you will be sent your user ID and password
within the next few weeks. Then you can jump
straight in on launch day!

Thanks to the wonderful Web
Team at The Magic Circle who
have made all this happen for you!
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YMCWORKSHOP DATES 2011
15th January 21st May 23rd October
12th February 18th June (Sunday J-Day)

12th March 23rd July 19th November
16th April 17th September

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck of cards,
notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance each time.
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

MAGICAL PANTO NEWS
This year there are surprisingly few magicians starring in
pantomime but Secrets has tracked down the best for you:

Members living in the Plymouth area will be delighted to know that Joe
Pasquale will be starring in Sleeping Beauty at the Theatre Royal. We
were told that this thrilling show includes stunning scenery, amazing
effects and outrageous comedy. It runs from 10th to 31st December
so be sure to book soon. Ticket Enquiries:
Telephone 01752 230440

If you have a liking for the story of Cinderella then
Hertfordshire is the place to be! The Broxbourne Civic
Centre is also running their panto season from 10th to 31st
December. Michael Otton is the illusionist and you can be
sure of some fantastically magical moments – as if that

particular tale isn’t magical enough already! Michael has been working
abroad in Europe and the US so you can be sure of some interesting new ideas!
Call the box office on: 01992 441946.

Paul Daniels and Debbie McGee are also delighted to be in panto once again
this year – at the Harlequin Theatre, Redhill in Surrey. Jack and the
Beanstalk is always fun and you can be sure that Paul and Debbie will bring
a great deal of magic and excitement to the story. This one also opens on
10th December but it continues through to the new year, finat day on 3rd
January 2011. Box Office: 01737 276 500. Tickets are from around £12.00
but there are preview nights so call them to find out more as those prices
could be even less!

Box O�ce: 01992 441946
Directed and Choreographed by Michelle Blair

Musical Director Gavin Whitworth

Naomi Slater
Cinderella

Illusionist

Michael Otton
Buttons

Dean Oliver

Horner & Gray
Ugly Sisters

Presents

Joe Pasquale

Michael
Otton

Paul Daniels
and Debbie

McGee
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Yay! Chriss Angel knew who I was!! Can you imagine?
There I was, in the audience, with my hand up wanting to
ask my usual question to top magicians being interviewed
on stage. The interviewer called me to the edge of the
stage to take the microphone. ‘Mandy wants to ask you a
question,’ she announced to the three hundred or so
magicians gathered there.

PAUL STONE’S
INNOVENTION
IN
LAS VEGAS!

Gaetan
Bloom

Siegfried & Roy

Richard

McDougall &

Joanie Spina

Mac King

Shep
Hyken

Richard
McDougall

Natalie
Enterline Mel

Mellors

Chriss Angel

left to right (above): Steve
McAllister, Lupe

Nielsen, Norm Nielson, Mandy Farr
ell, Simone

Marron & Nicky Mc
Allister



‘Hello Mandy Davis, how are you?’ replied Chriss.
Well, I thought he had read my name tag but, after
several people assured me later that he couldn’t
possibly have done so with the distance between us
and the lights in his eyes, I realized that he did,
indeed know who I was…. Yet when I first sat
down in the theatre I hadn’t even liked him; now I
had become a total fan! It doesn’t take much…

In October I went to the convention of a lifetime!
From the Monday night welcoming party and
comedy magic Q & A session, to the appearances of
Siegfried and Roy, Chriss Angel and Teller, this whole
event was full of super surprises.

Mac King, Amazing Jonathan and Johnny
Thompson, interviewed by Alan Bursky, as the
opening panel? Sounds wonderful! But then you
find that Tom Mullica, his first appearance since full
recovery from cancer, has joined the others on stage
- now it is a definite dream team!

The UK was well represented though - with Richard
McDougall, Graham P Jolley and Mel Mellors who
takes insult gags to new levels and yet continues to
entertain and to make new friends wherever he
goes. Arron Sparks is a young British juggler who
even the Brits hadn't seen before and was a real
treat! In fact both Graham and Arron then appeared
in the Ali Bongo Saturday show – if you weren’t
there you missed a great night!

With lectures from Johnny Thompson, Seth Kramer,
Shep Hyken, Rich McDougall and a masterclass from
Joanie Spina you would think there was plenty of
star material. Yet there was even more to come -
with the personal appearance and interview of Chriss
Angel, as mentioned above, and Teller's morning
lecture which was completely inspiring and humbling
- and had the audience in awe of the tiny details
covered in putting together a two minute routine
with a red ball. In spite of prior warnings that
photographs were not to be taken, both Chriss and
Teller were happy to stand and sign and pose for
almost an hour after their events which was a real
'cherry on the cake' of an already momentous week!

With Gaetan Bloom to lecture and perform in the
final show alongside some top entertainment, the
convention delegates were already begging Paul
Stone to eat his words and produce another equally
exciting Innovention for 2011!
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Mark
Raffles

Amazing

Jonathan Arron
Sparks

Teller

Ben
Stone

Gaetan
Bloom

Teller
& Mandy

Tomsoni & Co

Jason
Andrews

Tom
Mullica

Kevin
James

Lennart

Green
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second deal, then it’s really not very long at all. And
in terms of keeping current with the stack once you
have learned it - how many other pieces of magic
can you think of that you can practise without any
props?

With a Memorised Stack all you
need to do is recite it in your
head and you can do this
anywhere, anytime – without even
a deck of cards!

Secondly, they are believed to be impractical. Whilst
it is true that you might not be able to use
fully-stacked decks in table-hopping work in
restaurants, it should be remembered that most
magic is suitable for some situations and not others.
In the right situation, you can bring in a Memorised
Stack and work miracles.

Thirdly, people tend to associate Memorised Stacks
with such boring effects as “Weighing the Cards”.
However with one glance at some of the subtle, but
powerful, effects created by the likes of Simon
Aronson and Michael Close, this myth can
easily be shattered – you can achieve a purity
of presentation with Memorised Stacks that cannot

STACKED DECKSMemorised Stacks

In this article we shall move on
to another totally different type
of Stacked Deck, which goes
under the general name of a
Memorised Stack.

Let me start by defining what I mean by a
Memorised Stack. Simplistically, it means that the
position of every card is known, instantly and,
conversely, given a position within the deck. You
also instantly know which card can be found at that
position.

There are a number of myths about
Memorised Stacks which I should
like to dispel.

Firstly, they are believed to be an impossible tool to
master and, once learned, prone to being forgotten
through disuse. However, according to Simon
Aronson, who has probably done more to advance
the use of memorised deck magic than anybody else
in recent years, 45 minutes’ practice per day for one
month is about average and, if you compare this to
the time required to learn a sleight such as the
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be achieved in any
other way.

Note that, in my
definition above, I used
the word “instantly”.
This is important if you
want to perform some of
the more subtle effects
using this stack. If we go
back to the Mathematical
Stack from the last article,
there will always be a
slight delay whilst the
necessary calculations are
made; if we go back to the
previous two articles before
that, when we covered the Si Stebbins and Eight
Kings stacks, then it is theoretically possible, but
probably impractical, to calculate where cards are.

With a Memorised Stack, that
you know inside out, this problem
simply doesn’t occur.

Knowing exactly where each card is in the deck
creates a powerful principle and I should like, at this
point, to quote from an article called “General
Observations On The
Memorised Deck” (cf.
“The Card Ideas Of Simon
Aronson” now included
within the book, “Bound
To Please”)
by Simon Aronson, who
has kindly given me
permission to use his
material:

“First, consider that,
once you’ve memo-
rised a stack, you have
created a new
additional identity for
each card in the deck.

This new identity is
its ‘stack-number’, the
numbered position it
occupies in your
memorised order.

This stack-number, once it
has been learned, is just as
though each card has
been given a second
name, unique to it; if the
Ten of Clubs, for
example, occupies the
35th position in your
memorised stack, then it

can also be ‘known’ as #35 - but,
while everyone knows the card’s ordinary name of
‘Ten of Clubs’, only you know its other identity, its
stack-number 35.

A card’s regular name carries with it certain
characteristics by which the card can be classified,
organised, or arranged; for example, the Ten of
Clubs is black, a Club, a spot card, an even card, etc.

The fact that each card now has a secret
identity means that cards can now also be classified,
or organised, with respect to this new identity, and

the principle of classifica-
tion or organisation will
be known only by you; no
one else will even
be aware that any
organisation or order
exists.”

To Be
Continued...

PART 6 ByMark S. Farrar AIMC
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The much anticipated, sold out,
J-Day 2010 had arrived. A jam-packed
day of entertainment, enthusiasm
and excitement - it certainly did not
disappoint.

After a short introduction from Mandy Davis, Francis
Menotti, from the US, kicked off the day brilliantly with
his fun lecture. First he showed us his “Two Sides of Every
Coin” routine, including his gimmick free version of the
Raven, using his own move; and the ‘Never More’ vanish
(I later discovered this name is a reference to Edgar Allen
Poe’s poem The Raven). He also showed us some other
unique routines, including ‘Schrödinger’s Card’ and ‘But-
tonButton’. His lecture really showed how giving tricks
a whimsical story can make them more magical, thus
reducing the perception of a challenge. I really liked his
principle “If you are going to make a mistake, make it
loud”. If something goes wrong, you should draw
attention to it, rather than try to ignore it, so the
audience believe it was meant to happen. I really enjoyed
this lecture.

After a short visit to the dealers the close-up competition
got under way, compered by Katherine Rhodes.

First was Daniel Burr who performed Cut and Restored
Rope, sponge balls and ‘Kicked Down’ by Jay Sankey.
Going on first is always hard but Daniel clearly showed a
big improvement in his performance from last year.

Oliver Graham-Smith showed a brilliant coin routine,
Cutting the Aces, changed four hypnosis cards into the
Aces and then found a chosen card between the two
Kings.

Callum McClure performed the King Street Deck (I
liked the line “Hi Jack…because there isn’t a card called
Callum”), changed cards into a Royal Flush, and pro-
duced a cup of water from an upturned paper bag, then
a card chosen at the start of the act appeared in his
mouth.

Francis
Menotti

Francis
Menotti

Francis
Menotti

Daniel
Burr

Oliver Graham-Smit
h

with help from

Jack Vogler

Callum
Mclure

Daniel
Shears Jack

Taparell

Jamie Longcake
Oliver
Ward

by Megan Knowles-Bacon
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Daniel Shears produced a colour-themed act,
including a signed card changing colour, a
prediction routine using coloured paperclips
and an Invisible Deck.

Jack Taperell had a great opener, producing
a large bottle opener and a bottle of coke
from a silk. He also performed a card trick
involving Kings turning into Aces, then
reappearing in various locations and a Chop
Cup effect using a baked bean tin, finishing
off by showing it was sealed.

The final competitor was Oliver Ward,
presenting an Invisible Deck, Coin Matrix,
Cutting the Aces, and John Bannon’s Royal
Scam. Oliver’s act flowed well and he had
great audience interaction and eye contact.

Jamie Longcake reprised his winning act,
including his burglar Kings routine, in his
usual comedic manner.

After lunch we saw the stage competition
compered by Kevin Doig.

Joe Strickland opened, performing as a
homeless person who was given magical
powers and guidance from a mystery voice.
His act included Miser’s Dream, transforming
lottery tickets into cash (and back again) and
a naked zombie.

Nick Lee, aka Old Nick the devil (with freaky
red eyes!), themed his act on lost souls. He
performed Odd One Out to find a lost soul in
the audience, then proved their misfortune
with a card trick and Sword Through Neck.
With smoke, fire and spooky scenery, Nick
held the audience’s attention brilliantly and,
despite its sinister theme, his act was very
funny.

Elizabeth Rogan, the only female competitor,
entertained us in her usual comic style, with
a Krispy Kreme doughnut themed act. She
started by smashing an audience member’s
watch and having a type of doughnut, and
place to eat, chosen. After a menu prediction
trick, she revealed the restored watch and

� ��

�

�
� �

Joe
Strickland

Nick
Lee

Kevin
Doig -
Compere

Oliver

Graham-Smith

James
Wilson

Elizabeth
Rogan

Joe Strickland
3rd - Stage Comp
with Jack Delvin

James Wilson

2nd - Stage Comp

with Jack Delvin

Nick Lee

1st - Stage Comp

with Jack Delvin

James
Wilson
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chosen doughnut/place in a box at the front
of the stage.

Oliver Graham-Smith showed us yet more of
his brilliant skills, this time in the form of card
and CD manipulations. He also produced a
CD player from an empty cardboard box and
used a vinyl as a fan for a snowstorm effect.

The final YMC member to perform was
James Wilson. He performed as a pirate,
making a loud entrance beating a drum,
before vanishing the drum sticks. He also
performed Linking Rings, a zombie skull,
floating table and coins production.

After another short visit to the dealers was
the much anticipated ‘An Audience with
DERREN BROWN’ interviewed by Brian Sibley.

I have never seen YMC members fill the
theatre so quickly and he was greeted by a
standing ovation. Derren started by speaking
directly to the members, describing how he
never fitted in at school, so got into magic
because it made him feel more impressive.
Throughout his talk he emphasised the
importance of being a well rounded, kind,
likable individual, and to remember to just be
yourself, not ‘the magician’. Derren originally
studied law in Bristol and worked as a
magician in restaurants. From this work
he got more bookings, developed his own
magical style and even wrote a few books.

In 1998, a TV company was looking for a
mind reader. He was discovered, because of
his books, and eventually offered the job
(after Andy Nyman turned it down). He told
us how TV was fast-paced, reliant on trust
and that it showed him how little he knew.
He talked about how he enjoys changing old
tricks by adding layers to them, making his
magic more touching, and that to improve
your presentation you should think of your-
self from the other person’s point of view, as
doing tricks at someone is not engaging.

Derren joined us in the audience as we
watched a video of the spirit cabinet from his

�
� ���

Brian & Derren

Derren
Brown

Brian
Sibley

Derren
Brown

Derren
Brown

Derren
Brown

Oliver Ward
1st - Close up

with Jack Delvin

Jack Taparell

2nd - Close up

with Jack Delvin

Daniel Shears

3rd - Close up

with Jack Delvin
Kevin McLoughlin

Member of the Year
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show Enigma. We also learnt, during audiance
Q&A, that Derren’s inspiration came from gentle-
manly magician Chan Canasta; his favourite close-
up trick is Smoke (which he performed to Stephen
Fry) and his favourite show is ‘Hero at 30 Thousand
Feet’. This was a thoroughly enjoyable session, and
Derren came across as a really genuine, kind,
thoughtful man, which he proved when he stayed
to sign autographs for all the members.

After a final visit to the dealers – Magic Cave,
World Magic Shop and Francis Menotti – the
awards were announced. The Mark Leveridge
Close Up Trophy and voucher winners were; 1st
Oliver Ward, 2nd Jack Taperell and 3rd Daniel
Shears. The Home Counties Stage Competition
Trophy went to Nick Lee, with James Wilson 2nd
and Joe Strickland 3rd. The Peter McCahon
Originality Trophy was given to Joe Strickland; the
Kaymar Komedy Kup to Nick Lee and YMC
Member of the Year to Kevin Mcloughlin.

Special thanks went to the technical crew: Kevin
Doig, Rob Page, Bob Auld, Ed Hilsum, Dave
Andrews and Natalie Cro; to Peter, the Building
Manager, and to Dawn, Chris and Steve for the
catering. To finish the day in style Paul Roffman
compered the wonderful gala show, starting with
the comedy magic of Alan Hudson. Alan per-
formed a very funny balloon trick, where he knew
which colour balloon had been popped, and a not-
so-classic thimble routine.

Oliver Tabor showed his fantastically timed, musical
themed act next, including manipulations with
music notes, dove productions from sheet music
and a violin, a dove cage transforming into a violin
and finally a dove becoming the bow. Amanda
Farrell (the ‘Bridget Jones of Magic’) had three
cards signed and found them from her handbag
using a mirror, stocking and shoe.

Francis Menotti closed the show in a totally unique
way. He mixed up cards and, claiming that this
signified a disorderly mind, then spoke in a
muddled order until the cards, and his patter,
becameordered again. He also performed an egg
bag routine, finishing with the egg switching for
his phone. His final trick resulted in a restored card
being found stabbed on his back, causing him to
‘die’ dramatically - a very funny ending to a great
act.

JDay 2010 was a huge success and, as my last
JDay as a member, it is one I’ll never forget.
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Roffman
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Oliver
Tabor
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Francis
Menotti
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Joe Strickland
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Age?
15.

Current home?
East Finchley

Joined the Young Magicians Club?
Three years ago

Hobbies apart from magic?
Rugby, tennis and football.

Favourite magic book?
Royal Road to Card Magic as it has taught me the
most.

Favourite film?
I would say it's between The Shawshank Redemp-
tion and The Godfather.

Favourite Magicians?
Pete Firman for his great mix of comedy and magic;
Apollo Robbins for his amazing misdirection; James
Brown because of his smooth sleight of hand but,
above all, David Stone is definitely my favourite ma-
gician as he has great patter, visual tricks, confidence
and great sleight of hand.

OLIVER GRAHAM-SMITH

What kind of magic do you enjoy the most?
Close-up magic as you get to interact with the per-
son you’re performing to.

What do you like most about Secrets?
The review section.

Favourite magic DVD?
The Real Secrets of David Stone.

Strongest Non-magical performing influences?
Diversity, Milton Jones, Lee Mack and Tim Vine.

Strongest magical influences?
Barry and Stuart, Apollo Robbins and Pete Firman.

What is your favourite magic on TV?
Dirty Tricks which was a magic show with Barry and
Stuart, Pete Firman, Ali Cook and other guests.

Which magician would you most like to be and
why?
Derren Brown because he is well-known and he is an
amazing showman.

If you had your own TV chat show and could in-
terview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be?
Winston Churchill, Derren Brown and Houdini.

Top tip for getting into magic?
Don't go out and buy the latest magic trick; go and
buy a book and then practise until you can perform
the trick smoothly.

Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either help or encouragement?
Mandy Davis for hosting all the amazing workshops
and editing Secrets magazine. All the magicians that
come in and help out at the workshops such as
Katherine Rhodes and Steve Dela. Also Christian Lee
for letting me help out at different magic shows.



The spectator, after the magician ensures that he or she does not have a bug phobia
(IMPORTANT!), selects a card from a deck which has pictures of bugs on the faces. The
card is replaced and the spectator is asked to draw a picture of the chosen bug. The

magician places the deck between his or her palms and
attempts to remove only the selection which he succeeds
in doing. When the spectator removes the covering hand,
the remaining cards have transformed into an Omni Deck
sort of plastic block with a real bug embedded in it.
Watch out for a flying plastic block as the spectator
reacts.

The plastic block has a HUGE bug in it, startling, even
though said bug is, as Monty Python might say,
expired. The trick is best performed while wearing a
jacket (for the switch of the cards for the Omni Bug)
and, obviously, is inappropriate in certain settings (such as at a dinner table). Andy
performs it for adults, but I think younger people might enjoy the creepy-crawly
aspect of the trick.

Bug-O-Me
By Andy Clockwise � ReviewedbyMatthewField

8/10

Deck of bug
cards, plastic

block with em
bedded bug,

pad of Post-It
notes and 20

min. DVD. £3
0 plus p&p

from www.MagicS
hop.co.uk

or www.Mag
icBox.uk.com

.

Value for mon
ey?

Worth the pra
ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

8/10

8/10

The internet has been abuzz with this trick. It's a climax to an
Ambitious Card routine in which a card, freely selected and
signed on the face and back, visually appears atop the deck
whilst the deck is on the table (or the floor). Search for 'The
Hawk 2.0' on YouTube to see it for yourself.

This is clever and very visual, but far from perfect. (Then
again, what is?) The gimmick, an uncredited application of
Mark Mason's Blink, is somewhat angly and, after the card
rises to the top, you've got to get rid of the gimmick
before anyone looks too hard at the top of the deck. A
second gimmick can be used for a 'Lucky Card' handling,
and an adaptation allows the selection to appear face
up under a coin which is resting on the top of the deck.

Extra material is supplied to make your own gimmick or repair the ones sup-
plied when necessary. It's visual, surprising and unusual-looking.

The Hawk 2.0
by Alexander Kölle � ReviewedbyMatthewField

8/10
Value for money?

Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

2.5 hour DVD, 2gimmicks, repositionalglue and repair material.£33.99 plus p&p fromwww.magicshop.co.uk

��
Some practice

8/10

8/10

�
Easy to do
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things that youmightwant to beg, borrowor steal (in amagical sense) - or put on yourwish list!

FESTIVE HOLIDAY� �

�

�

�

�
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The magician states that he has the four Queens in the card box.
The spectator names any Queen ‒ no restrictions. The card box
is opened, the four cards removed and spread on the table. One
of the cards is blank ‒ the three unnamed Queens are there.
The blank card maybe given to the spectator.

In some versions of this trick the blank card is gaffed and may
not be shown. In others (B’Wave) equivoque is used. Here the
selection process is as clean as can be, the blank card is
ungaffed, there is no rough-and-smooth or double cards.

It’s brilliant thinking. The printed cards are gaffed but the heat
is on the Queen that has vanished - and that one is pure as the
driven snow. There are variations, using only three cards, and

methods to remove the Queens from a full deck, if that’s your fancy. No sleight of
hand, cheap as chips and a lovely quick trick.

Alice’s Revenge By Bob Farmer
� ReviewedbyMatthewField

7/10 Amaze your friends?

8/10Value for money?

Four gaffed cards and
illustrated instructions.

£11.99 from
dudethatscoolmagic.com

The Topit is a hidden bag installed in a jacket which allows for the
complete vanish of an object. Jeff Kaylor, a student of Michael
Ammar's, came up with a clever idea: a Topit sort of thingy which
is installed (more on this below) in a shirt which buttons up the
front and is preferentially not tucked into the trousers. 'TKO'
stands for 'The Kaylor Option'.

The item attaches to the buttons of the shirt, although the
shirt must be minimally altered. You can then ditch coins or
cards (or other similar, small, flat objects) into it as the hands
are brought in front of the body. I recommend you search
'TKO Kaylor' on YouTube to see what it looks like before buying.

Many of the moves look excellent; and the package you get is first rate, with the hand-made
gimmick, large booklet and DVD showing details on how to install and use TKO, plus
website access with downloadable PDF and other tips. You'll need a dark shirt (unless you
buy the white model – the one I received is black) and be prepared to practise. That's not a

bad thing, just be aware that this is not a "take it out of the box and perform in ten minutes" effect.

TKO
by Jeff Kaylor � ReviewedbyMatthewField

8/10

Gimmick, boo
klet

and 20 min. D
VD.

£54.99 from

dudethatscoo
lmagic.com

Value for mon
ey?

Worth the pra
ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

9/10

9/10

Worth the practice? 8/10

���
Takes practice

�
Easy

SHOPPING GUIDE�
�

�

�

�
�

��
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Flip Over
Card
Ian Adair

As a schoolboy I used to
perform a card trick which
was popular at the time. This
ef fect is based on that trick;
the main dif ference is that I
have added a ‘feature’ which
I feel uplifts the presentation.

EFFECT:

A deck of cards is introduced, the performer
displaying it on both sides. The deck is fanned with
faces downwards and a spectator is requested to
freely select one card which is removed and shown
around. The spectator replaces the card anywhere in
the deck. The performer states he
will find the chosen card and places
the deck behind the back for a few
seconds, then apologises for not
being able to locate the card.

However when the deck is ribbon
spread on the table for all to see,
one card is face up amongst the
others and - would you believe it -
it’s the chosen card!

The entire deck can then be left on the table for
examination.

APPARATUS:

A regular deck of cards.

SET-UP:

Make sure the deck is well-mixed. Locate both Jokers
(if there are three discard one) and place them at the
bottom of the deck. Take another card and place it

face up, third from the bottom. Square up the deck
and place it into its case.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

Remove the deck from its case and fan the backs of
the cards to the audience. Reverse the deck and fan
the faces, being careful not to expose the reversed
card third from the bottom.

Explain that for this trick we shall not require the
Jokers and remove both from the bottom of the
deck, show them and discard them. This means that
there is one face-up card at the bottom of the deck
which the audience is not aware of.

Fan the deck with
backs uppermost
and request a
spectator to select
a card which he
or she has to
remove. Whilst the
spectator is show-
ing the value and
suit of the card
to everyone the

performer lowers the deck to the left side and
casually reverse it. When brought up the deck
appears to look the same with the backs of the cards
upwards (in fact only the top card is showing a back
design at this stage).

The performers squares up the deck and asks the
spectator to insert the chosen card into the deck –
anywhere wished. Once the performer has held the
deck behind the back and announced the inability to
find the chosen card, the deck is brought out to the
front. In that time, however, the performer has
quickly reversed the top card. The cards are ribbon
spread on the table and the selected card will always
be the only one face up amongst the back designs.
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Here is a new occasional series that we hope you will enjoy - and even contribute to in time.

As well as our usual reviews of new items on the market, we are asking for recommendations of tricks,
books and DVDs that people particularly enjoy. To start our series we have asked some members of The
Magic Circle to give us some ideas and we hope to have some overseas contributors in time too.

All items will be buyable – so if you read about something and it sounds like you would enjoy it too you
will be able to buy it as we will ensure that a dealer’s name is listed alongside the piece.

So let’s kick off with our first examples of Recommended Magic:

LEWIS STARNES MMC RECOMMENDS: THE GYPSY CURSE BY PETER KANE

I'm a fiend for packet tricks and over the years must have owned and performed
countless wildcard effects. Without doubt the best wildcard effect that has stood the test
of time, and still follows me to the pub or gigs, is the Gypsy Curse by Peter Kane. In its
simplest form the effect is a magician shows seven antiquated playing cards - six of them
the same and one 'odd' card that he explains were used as an old 'betting' game in
simpler times whereby punters must follow the odd card. After some byplay and shan-
nanigans, which are quite short-lived, every single card cleanly changes to the 'odd' card
which I can say really packs a punch with spectators.

Many different stories and spins on presentation can be found with these cards and the
same can be said of the handling. In fact Card Shark has released Tony Van Rhee's version on DVD, with
updated cards, and the addition of a production of a gold coin mid routine if you prefer; the Card Shark’s old
fashioned cards are very nice. If you don't have a wildcard routine, and are looking for a clean strong routine with
cards that invite some story-telling, then I would strongly recommend this trick. 8/10 Overall Rating

ANDY LANGLEY MMC RECOMMENDS: ROBERT-HOUDIN, A MAGICIAN’S LIFE

2hr 26min DVD. 25 Euros (around £ 21.50) plus p&p. In English and French.PAL 4:3 . Talia Films 2005, Director:
Jean-Luc MullerDetails from Amazon France www.amazon.fr

In the nineteenth century Jean Robert-Houdin, cited by many as the father of modern magic,
revolutionised the art of conjuring. Until discovering this DVD my study of his work had been
confined to reading his excellent ‘Memoirs’ and related works. In just over one hour this
excellent documentary brings the work of Robert-Houdin to life with tales of his upbringing,
his early experiments with magic and illusion and recreations of his stage performances.
What sets the film apart is the level of detail, and research, that has gone in to recreate
faithfully Robert-Houdin’s stage set and performing persona.

As far as possible the recreations use the original props. Most notably is the performance
of ‘Antonio Diavolo’, the mechanical trapeze swinging marvel that wowed audiences in the
early 1900s. Faithfully restored by John Gaughan it is still an incredible piece of stage

performance and well worth the price of the DVD on its own. Packed with an extra hour of special features, that
go behind the scenes and reveal some of the hidden secrets of the illusions (including the Mystery Clock), this is a
superb tribute to a remarkable man. Highly Recommended 9/10

RECOMMENDED
New Feature!

��
Needs Some Practice

M A G I C
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Dennis
Patten’s
Puzzle

Solution
Secrets
October
2010

COMPETITION

TRAVERSING
SQUARES:

YOUNGMAGICIAN OF THE YEAR QUIZ

��
� ��

�

�

�

�
�

�

�
��
PUZZLE PIZZA
ADD YOUR OWN TOPPING BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!

Q. Why wasn't the turkey
hungry at Christmas time?

A: He was stuffed!

Q. If athletes get athletes
foot, what do astronauts
get?

A: Missletoe!

Q. Why don't reindeer like
penguins?

A: Because they can not take
the wrappers off!

Q. How many presents can
Santa fit in an empty sack?

A: Only one, after that it’s not
empty anymore!

These posters from The Magic Circle collection
have had the performers’ names removed.

Are YOU able to name them?

SOLUTIONS

��

The winner of the Young Magician of the Year quiz are:
Jonathan Holbrook Oren Locke

Between them they named: Richard Cadell, Michael Jordan, Ben
Hart, Paul Dabek, Steve Dela, Dominic Wood but of course there

are many more they could've chosen!

There is one special prize for
this month’s competition: an
autographed programme from
the Penn & Teller show in Las
Vegas!

All you need to do to win is email
me with your name and membership
number! The first person out of the hat will
win!
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wwwwww..mmaarrkklleevveerriiddggee..ccoo..uukk

The brand new 
Mark Leveridge Magic 

website is ready. 
Close up, mentalism, children’s and 

stand up magic available 
exclusively from here 

Take a look now 

THE CARD  
COLLECTION 

The largest selection of playing cards in the UK, 
maybe the world!!! 

We stock USPCC Bicycle and their range of decks,  
Including, Tigers, Ghost, Arcane, Smoke &  

Mirrors, Karnival ,  
ALL THE LATEST DECKS

We also stock many other Magical items, Magnets, 
Silks, Flash products, Sponge Balls, Packet Tricks, 

Visit our website,  
www.cards4magic.co.uk  

Or come and visit our showrooms at 

Ashford Kent TN23 6JZ 
 

Tel:01233 647878 
Fax: 01233 646487 

E-mail:clive@cards4magic.co.uk    
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The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members

The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Website www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904The Pannier Market, 5 Southside Street, The Barbican,

Plymouth, Devon PL1 2LA. Tel. +44 (0)1752 262 756

ATTENTION:  
All Card Workers 

Buy a box of 12 packs 
for only £20 and 

 receive two bonuses....  
Bonus One: FREE P&P to UK Mainland.  
Bonus Two: Buy up to 2 packs of Bicycle Fakes for 
only £5 a pack. Normal price £8 per pack.  
Choose From: Double Faces, Double Backs, Blank 
Faces, Blank Back, Double Blank or One Way Decks.  
You choose your back colour Red or Blue.  
Special Mixed Fake Pack £6.  

Call: Freephone 0800 - 01 88 118  
Or 01737-353573 (best from a mobile)  

or E.Mail: kevin@tssl.co.uk  
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Massive Stock Clearance At A Giveaway 
Price For YMC Members This Christmas 

Magic Cave and Big Blind Media have to make room in their warehouse and 

8 specially selected magic DVD worth a minimum of £170 - often much more 
for only... 

£54.00 + £5.99 P&P 

To order.... 
Call Lee On 07837 328739 or

E.Mail lee@magiccave.co.uk

Here is just a small selection of the DVD you might get in your bundle... 

Killer Close Up by Cameron Francis 
Worth £22.99 

Gafftastic by Liam Montier 
Worth £17.99 

The Cullfather by Iain Moran 
Worth £22.99 

Superstition by Liam Montier 
 Worth £14.99 

At Silly Prices  
To Clear 

Special For 
YMC Members 

While Stocks  
Last 

Also.... 
4 x 4 by Dave Forrest 
George McBride Cards/ 
Close-up 1 & 2 

Also.... 
Elegy Shift by Alex Ward 
Steve Dela Work and Play 
1 & 2

Sorry Only One 
Bundle Per Member 

Packs May Vary As  
Stocks Run Out 


